Laboratory Requirement

In recent years the School of Humanities and Social Science and the Sloan School have expanded in scope and enrollment while there has followed a liberalization of the general Institute requirement. The Humanities and Science require attendance at a laboratory project "as a major commitment of the student's attention to the experimental problems" (from the Catalogue). It would suit the purpose of developing initiative and resourcefulness just as well to have the laboratory requirement a departmental one. In this way, majors where a laboratory project is just plain unnecessary could eliminate them. But, more constructively, the various courses could establish required subjects of a project type so that students would gain the benefits of the experimental environment in the setting of his own major. This would probably serve the stated purpose of the lab requirement even better.

Advice for Underclassmen

Bill Rastetter had been freshman class historian over the past 12 years more than 48 hours when he found himself in "good fun" in some strenuous inter-class rivalry. The kind of shenanigans exemplified by the kindergarten scene could be continued. What amounted to no more than a fair degree of unnecessary and mindless discomfort for the freshman president could have resulted in a fiasco he was left standing broadfooted on a roadway that does carry traffic. We remind both classes that MIT history has been blazoned by more than one tragedy begun in "good fun." In some strenuous inter-class rivalry.

 Privacy important

Besides the premium, one of the main motivations for moving off-campus was privacy. The number of people always around, wandering in and out of one's room, and having to eat meal with 300 others in a noisy dining room was major factor of dissatisfaction for McCormick Hall.

More to be sensitive

Most of the girls seen in or on the Cambridge area, three of whom live together have a house to their door and find the area "not really dangerous." One said, "It is at the edge of a town, but, personally, I don't mind. You just can't take a leisurely walk at midnight; you just have to be sensible." Their building is occupied mainly by freshmen, although they are the type of student usually confronted with the idea of downstairs double. In a couple of years we'll be out in the 'real world' and we'll get it then. It's better to you sooner or later." McCormick Hall was fun for a while, but in the process of getting older, one needs more freedom.

By Karen Wallace

(Ed. note: This is the second part of an article on the off-campus dormitories for entering sophomore girls he left campus housing.)

Coeds give reasons for living out

By Karen Wallace

(Ed. note: This is the second part of an article on the MIT coeds who are living off-campus. It was written early this fall, but with McCormick Hall.
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